[The effect of experimental infarct and emotional-pain stress on the endothelium-dependent reactions of the isolated rat aorta].
Emotional-nociceptive stress, stress induced with a myocardial infarction, and stress following sham operation increased the effect of endothelium on the force and velocity of the smooth muscle contraction. Within 2 hrs after stress and 3 hrs after the coronary artery ligation, a considerable drop occurred in the rat arterial pressure followed by a facilitation of the aorta endothelium-dependent relaxation. Both these parameters were restored to the control level within 24 hrs. The facilitation of the endothelium-dependent relaxation of vascular wall seems to play a role in the drop of the vessels tone, in decrease of arterial pressure and, finally, in development of the cardiogenic shock in myocardial infarction in humans.